Deep and Modular Neural Networks Ke Chen
In this chapter, we focus on two important areas in neural computation, i. e., deep and modular neural networks, given the fact that both deep and modular neural networks are among the most powerful machine learning and pattern recognition techniques for complex AI problem solving. We begin by providing a general overview of deep and modular neural networks to describe the general motivation behind such neural architectures and fundamental requirements imposed by complex AI problems. Next, we describe background and motivation, methodologies, major building blocks, and the state-of-the-art hybrid learning strategy in context of deep neural architectures. Then, we describe background and motivation, taxonomy, and learning algorithms pertaining to various typical modular neural networks in a wide context. Furthermore, we also examine relevant 28 
Overview
The human brain is a generic effective and efficient system that solves complex and difficult problems and generates the trait of intelligence and creation. Neural computation has been inspired by brain-related research in different disciplines, e.g., biology and neuroscience, on various levels ranging from a simple single-neuron to complex neuronal structure and organization [28.1]. Among many discoveries in brain-related sciences, two of the most important properties are modularity and hierarchy of neuronal organization in the human brain. Neuroscientific research has revealed that the central nervous system (CNS) in the human brain is a distributed, massively parallel, and self-organizing modular system [28. [1] [2] [3] . The CNS is composed of several regions such as the spinal cord, medulla oblongata, pons, midbrain, diencephalon, cerebellum, and the two cerebral hemispheres. Each such region forms a functional module and all regions are interconnected with other parts of the brain [28.1]. In particular, the cerebral cortex consists of several regions attributed to main perceptual and cognitive tasks, where modularity emerges in two different aspects: i. e., structural and functional modularity. Structural modularity is observable from the fact that there are sparse connections between different neuronal groups but neurons are often densely connected within a neuronal group, while functional modularity is evident from different response patterns produced by neural modules for different perceptual and cognitive tasks. Modularity evidence in the human brain strongly suggests that domain-specific modules are required by specific tasks and different modules can cooperate for high level, complex tasks, which primarily motivates the modular neural network (MNN) development in neural computation (NC) [28.4, 5] .
Apart from modularity, the human brain also exhibits a functional and structural hierarchy given the fact that information processing in the human brain is done in a hierarchical way. Previous studies [28.6, 7] suggested that there are different cortical visual areas that lead to hierarchical information representations to carry out highly complicated visual tasks, e.g., object recognition. In general, hierarchical information processing enables the human brain to accomplish complex perceptual and cognitive tasks in an effective and extremely efficient way, which mainly inspires the study of deep neural networks (DNNs) of multiple layers in NC.
In general, both DNNs and MNNs can be categorized into biologically plausible [28.8] and artificial models [28.9] in NC. The main difference between biologically plausible and artificial models lies their methodologies that a biologically plausible model often takes both structural and functional resemblance to its biological counterpart into account, while an artificial model simply works towards modeling the functionality of a biological system without considering those bio-mimetic factors. Due to the limited space, in this chapter we merely focus on artificial DNNs and MNNs. Readers interested in biologically plausible models are referred to the literature, e.g., [28.4] , for useful information.
Deep Neural Networks
In this section, we overview main deep neural network (DNN) techniques with an emphasis on the latest progress. We first review background and motivation for DNN development. Then we describe major building blocks and relevant learning algorithms for constructing different DNNs. Next, we present a hybrid learning strategy in the context of NC. Finally, we examine relevant issues related to DNNs.
Background and Motivation
The study of NC dates back to the 1940s when McCullod and Pitts modeled a neuron mathematically. After that NC was an active area in AI studies until Minsky and Papert published their influential book, Perceptron [28.10], in 1969. In the book, they formally proved the limited capacities of the single-layer perceptron and further concluded that there is a slim chance to expand its capacities with its multi-layer version, which significantly slowed down NC research until the back-propagation (BP) algorithm was invented (or reinvented) to solve the learning problem in a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [28.11] .
In theory, the BP algorithm enables one to train an MLP of many hidden layers to form a powerful DNN. Such an attractive technique has aroused tremendous enthusiasm in applying DNNs in different fields [28.9] . Apart from a few exceptions, e.g., [28.12], researchers soon found that an MLP of more than two hidden layers often failed [28.13] due to the well-known fact that MLP learning involves an extremely difficult nonconvex optimization problem, and the gradient-based local search used in the BP algorithm easily gets stuck in an unwanted local minimum. As a result, most researchers gradually gave up deep architectures and devoted their attention to shallow learning architectures of theoretical justification, e.g., the formal but nonconstructive proof that an MLP of single hidden layer may be a universal function approximator [ 
Building Blocks and Learning Algorithms
In general, a building block is composed of two parametric models, encoder and decoder, as illustrated in Fig. 28. 1. An encoder transforms a raw input or a lowlevel representation x into a high-level and abstract representation h.x/, while a decoder generates an output O x, a reconstructed version of x, from h.x/. The learning building block is a self-supervised learning task that minimizes an elaborate reconstruction cost function to find appropriate parameters in encoder and decoder. Thus, the distinction between two building blocks of different types lies in their encoder and decoder mechanisms and reconstruction cost functions (as well as optimization algorithms used for parameter estimation). Below we describe different building blocks and their learning algorithms in terms of the generic architecture shown in Fig. 28 .1.
Auto-Encoders
The auto-encoder [28.40] and its variants are simple building blocks used to build an MLP of many layers. It is carried out by an MLP of one hidden layer. As depicted in Fig. 28 .2, the input and the hidden layers constitute an encoder to generate a M- 
where W is a connection weight matrix between the input and the hidden layers, b h is the bias vector for all hidden neurons, and f . / is a transfer function, e.g., the sigmoid function [28.9]. Let f .u/ D .f .u k // K kD1 be a collective notation for output of all K neurons in a layer. Accordingly, the hidden and the output layers form a decoder that yields a reconstructed version
where W T is the transpose of the weight matrix W and b o is the bias vector for all output neurons. Note that the auto-encoder can be viewed as a special case of autoassociator when the same weights are tied to be used in connections between different layers, which will be clearly seen in the learning algorithm later on. Doing so avoids an unwanted solution when an over-complete representation, i. e., M > N, is required [28.22] .
Further studies [28.41] suggest that the autoencoder is unlikely to lead to the discovery of a more useful representation than the input despite the fact that a representation should encode much of the information conveyed in the input whenever the auto-encoder produces a good reconstruction of its input. As a result, a variant named the denoising auto-encoder (DAE) was proposed to capture stable structures underlying the distribution of its observed input. The basic idea is as follows: instead of learning the auto-encoder from the intact input, the DAE will be trained to recover the Fig. 28 .3, the DAE leads to a more useful representation h.Q x/ by restoring the corrupted input Q x to a reconstructed version O x as close to the clean input x as possible. Thus, the encoder yields a representation as
and the decoder produces a restored version O x via the
To produce a corrupted input, we need to distort a clean input by corrupting it with appropriate noise. Depending on the attribute nature of input, there are three kinds of noise used in the corruption process: i. e., the isotropic Gaussian noise, N.0; 2 I/, masking noise (by setting some randomly chosen elements of x to zero) and salt-and-pepper noise (by flipping some randomly chosen elements' values of x to the maximum or the minimum of a given range). Normally, Gaussian noise is used for input of real or continuous values, while and masking and salt-and-pepper noise is applied to input of discrete values, e.g., pixel intensities of gray images. It is worth stating that the variance 2 in Gaussian noise and the number of randomly chosen elements in masking and salt-and-pepper noise are hyper-parameters that affect DAE learning. By corrupting a clean input with the chosen noise, we achieve an example, .Q x; x/, for self-supervised learning.
Given a training set of T examples f.
(auto-encoder) or f.Q x t ; x t /g T tD1 (DAE) two reconstruction cost functions are commonly used for learning auto-encoders as follows
The cost function in (28.1a) is used for input of real or discrete values, while the cost function in (28.1b) is employed especially for input of binary values. ; T B /, output of the hidden layer is
And output of the output layer is
Backward gradient computation For the cost function in (28.1a),
where f 0 . / is the first-order derivative function of f . /. For the cost function in (28.1b),
Then, the gradient with respect to h.z t / is
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Applying the chain rule achieves the gradient with respect to u h .z t / as
Gradients with respect to biases are
and
Parameter update Applying the gradient descent method and tied weights leads to update rules
The above three steps repeat for all batches, which leads to a training epoch. The learning algorithm runs iteratively until a termination condition is met (typically based on a cross-validation procedure [28.12]). 
where W mn is the connection weight between the visible neuron n and the hidden neuron m, and b h;m is the bias of the hidden neuron m. .u/ D 1 1Ce u is the sigmoid transfer function. As h m is assumed to take a binary value, i. e., h m 2 f0; 1g, P.h m jv/ is interpreted as the probability of h m D 1. Accordingly, RBM performs a probabilistic decoder via the top-down connections from the hidden to the visible layer to reconstruct an input with the probability
where W nm is the connection weight between the hidden neuron m and the visible neuron n, and b v;n is the bias of visible neuron n. Like connection weights in auto-encoders, bi-directional connection weights are tied, i. e., W mn D W nm , as shown in Fig. 28 .4. By learning a parametric model of the data distribution P.v/ derived from the joint probability P.v; h/ for a given data set, RBM yields a probabilistic representation that tends to reconstruct any data subject to P.v/.
The joint probability P.v; h/ is defined based on the following energy function for v n 2 f0; 1g
As a result, the joint probability is subject to the Boltzmann distribution
(28.5)
Thus, we achieve the data probability by marginalizing the joint probability as follows
In order to achieve the most likely reconstruction, we need to maximize the log-likelihood of P.v/. Therefore, the reconstruction cost function of an RBM is its negative log-likelihood function
(28.6) From (28.5) and (28.6), it is observed that the direct use of a gradient descent method for optimal parameters often leads to intractable computation due to the fact that the exponential number of possible hiddenlayer configurations needs to be summed over in (28.5) and then used in (28.6). Fortunately, an approximation algorithm named contrastive divergence (CD) has been proposed to solve this problem [28.42]. The key ideas behind the CD algorithm are (i) using Gibbs sampling based on the conditional distributions in (28.2) and (28.3), and (ii) running only a few iterations of Gibbs sampling by treating the data x input to an RBM as the initial state, i. e., v 0 D x, of the Markov chain at the visible layer. Many studies have suggested that only the use of one iteration of the Markov chain in the CD algorithm works well for building up a deep belief network (DBN) in practice [28.17, 18, 22] , and hence the algorithm is dubbed CD-1 in this situation, a special case of the CD-k algorithm that executes k iterations of the Markov chain in the Gibbs sampling process. 
The above three steps repeat for all instances in the given training set, which leads to a training epoch. The learning algorithm runs iteratively until it converges.
Predictive Sparse Decomposition
Predictive sparse decomposition (PSD) [28.43] is a building block obtained by combining sparse coding [28.44] and auto-encoder ideas. In a PSD building block, the encoder is specified by
where W E is the M N connection matrix between input and hidden neurons in the encoder and Given a training set of T instances, fx t g T tD1 , the PSD cost function is defined as
where h .x t / is the optimal sparse hidden representation of x t while h.x t / is the output of the encoder in (28.7) based on the current parameter values. In (28.9), andˇare two hyper-parameters to control regularization strengths, and k k 1 and k k 2 are L 1 and L 2 norm, respectively. Intuitively, in the multi-objective cost function defined in (28.9), the first term specifies reconstruction errors, the second term refers to the magnitude of non-sparse representations, and the last term drives the encoder towards yielding the optimal representation.
For learning a PSD building block, the cost function in (28.9) needs to be optimized simultaneously with respect to the hidden representation and all the parameters. As a result, a learning algorithm of two alternate steps has been proposed to solve this problem [ Optimal representation update In this step, the gradient descent method is applied to find the optimal sparse representation based on the current parameter values of the encoder and the decoder, which leads to the following update rule
where sign. / is the sign function; sign.u/ D˙1 if u ? 0 and sign.u/ D 0 if u D 0. Parameter update In this step, h .x t / achieved in the above step is fixed. Then the gradient descent method is applied to the cost function (28.9) with respect to all encoder and decoder parameters, which results in the following update rules
Here g.x t / is obtained by
Normalize each column of W D such that
The above two steps repeat for all the instances in the given training set, which leads to a training epoch. The learning algorithm runs iteratively until it converges.
Other Building Blocks
While the auto-encoders and the RBM are building blocks widely used to construct DNNs, there are other building blocks that are either derived from existing building blocks for performance improvement or are developed with an alternative principle. Such building blocks include regularized auto-encoders and RBM variants. Due to the limited space, we briefly overview them below.
Recently, a number of auto-encoder variants have been developed by adding a regularization term to the standard reconstruction cost function in (28.1) and hence are dubbed regularized auto-encoders. The contrastive auto-encoder (CAE) is a typical regularized version of the auto-encoder with the introduction of the norm of the Jacobian matrix of the encoder evaluated at each training example x t into the standard reconstruction cost function [28.45]
where˛is a trade-off parameter to control the regularization strength and kJ.x t /k 2 F is the Frobenius norm of the Jacobian matrix of the encoder and is calculated as follows
Here, f 0 . / is the first-order derivative of a transfer function f . /, and f 
where n is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise for the visible neuron n. In the CD learning algorithm, the update rule for the hidden neurons remains the same except that each v n is substituted by ; N. In addition, an improved GRBM was also proposed by introducing an alternative parameterization of the energy function in (28.11) and incorporating it into the CD algorithm [28.50]. Other RBM variants will be discussed later on, as they often play a different role from being used to construct a DNN.
Hybrid Learning Strategy
Based on the building blocks described in Sect. 28.2.2, we describe a systematic approach to establishing a feed-forward DNN for supervised and semisupervised learning. This approach employs a hybrid learning strategy that combines unsupervised and supervised learning paradigms to overcome the optimization difficulty in training DNNs. The hybrid learning Part D | 28.2 strategy [28.18, 40] first applies layer-wise greedy unsupervised learning to set up a DNN and initialize parameters with input data only and then uses a global supervised learning algorithm with teachers' information to train all the parameters in the initialized DNN for a given task.
Layer-Wise Unsupervised Learning
In the hybrid learning strategy, unsupervised learning is a layer-wise greedy learning process that constructs a DNN with a chosen building block and initializes parameters in a layer-by-layer way.
Suppose we want to establish a DNN of K .K >1/ hidden layers and denote output of hidden layer k as
; K/ for a given input x and output of the output layer as o.x/, respectively. To facilitate the presentation, we stipulate h 0 .x/ D x. Then, the generic layer-wise greedy learning procedure can be summarized as follows:
Algorithm 28.3 Layer-wise greedy learning procedure Given a training set of T instances fx t g T tD1 , randomly initialize its parameters in a chosen building block and pre-set all hyper-parameters required for learning such a building block:
Train a building block for hidden layer k -Set the number of neurons required by hidden layer k to be the dimension of the hidden representation in the chosen building block. -Use the training data set fh k 1 .x t /g T tD1 train the building block to achieve its optimal parameters. Construct a DNN up to hidden layer k With the trained building block in the above step, discard its decoder part, including all associated parameters, and stack its hidden layer on the existing DNN with connection weights of the encoder and biases of hidden neurons achieved in the above step (the input layer h 0 .x/ D x is viewed as the starting architecture of a DNN).
The above steps are repeated for k D 1;
; K. Then, the output layer o.x/ is stacked onto hidden layer K with randomly initialized connection weights so as to finalize the initial DNN construction and its parameter initialization.
Figure 28.6 illustrated two typical instances for constructing an initial DNN via the layer-wise greedy learning procedure described above. Figure 28 .6a shows a schematic diagram of the layer-wise greedy learning process with the auto-encoder or its variants; to construct the hidden layer k, the output layer and its associated parameters W T k and b o;k are removed and the remaining part is stacked onto hidden layer k 1, and W o is a randomly initialized weight matrix for the connection between the hidden layer K and the output layer. When a DNN is constructed with the RBM or its variants, all backward connection weights in the decoder are abandoned after training and only the hidden layer with those forward connection weights and biases of hidden neurons are used to construct the DNN, as depicted in Fig. 28 .6b.
Global Supervised Learning
Once a DNN is constructed and initialized based on the layer-wise greedy learning procedure, it is ready to be further trained in a supervision fashion for a classification or regression task. There are a variety of optimization methods for supervised learning, e.g., stochastic gradient descent and the second-order Levenberg-Marquadt methods [28.9, 12]. Also there are cost functions of different forms used for various supervised learning tasks and regularization towards improving the generalization of a DNN. Due to the limited space, we only review the stochastic gradient descent algorithm with a generic cost function for global supervised learning.
For a generic cost function L. ; D/, where is a collective notation of all parameters in a DNN (Fig. 28.6 ) and D is a training data set for a given supervised learning task, applying the stochastic gradient descent method [28.9, 12] to L. ; D/ leads to the following learning algorithm for fine-tuning parameters. / are all parameters in a DNN, where W k is the weight matrix for the connection between the hidden layers k and k 1, and b k is biases of neurons in layer k (Fig. 28.6 ). Here, input and output layers are stipulated as layers 0 and K C 1, respectively, i. e., h 0 .
Forward computation Given the input x t , for k D 1;
; KC1, the output of layer k is
Backward gradient computation Given a cost function on each mini-batch, L B . ; D/ calculate gradients at the output layer, i. e.,
where f 0 . / is the first-order derivative of the transfer function f . /. For all hidden layers, i. e., k D K;
; 1, applying the chain rule leads to
For k D K C 1; ; 1, gradients with respect to biases of layer k are
Parameter update Applying the gradient descent method results in the following update rules:
The above three steps repeat for all mini-batches, which leads to a training epoch. The learning algorithm runs iteratively until a termination condition is met (typically based on a cross-validation procedure [28.12]).
For the above learning algorithm, the BP algorithm [28.11] is a special case when the transfer function is the sigmoid function, i. e., f .u/ D .u/, and the cost function is the mean square error (MSE) function, i. e., for each mini-batch
Thus, we have 
Relevant Issues
In the literature, the hybrid learning strategy described in Sect. While the hybrid learning strategy has been successfully applied to many complex AI tasks, in general, it is still not entirely clear why such a strategy works well empirically. A recent study attempted to provide some justification of the role played by layer-wise greedy learning for supervised learning [28.51]. The findings can be summarized as follows: such an unsupervised learning process brings about a regularization effect that initializes DNN parameters towards the basin of attraction corresponding to a good local minimum, which facilitates global supervised learning in terms of generalization [28.51]. In general, a deeper understanding of such a learning strategy will be required in the future.
On the other hand, a successful story was recently reported [28.52] where no unsupervised pre-training was used in the DNN learning for a non-trivial task; which poses another open problem as to when and where such a learning strategy must be employed for training a DNN to yield a satisfactory generalization performance.
Recent studies also suggest that the use of artificially distorted or deformed training data and unsupervised front-ends can considerably improve the performance of DNNs regardless of the hybrid learning strategy. As DNN learning is of the data-driven nature, augmenting training data with known input deformation amounts to the use of more representative examples conveying intrinsic variations underlying a class of data in learning. For example, speech corrupted by some known channel noise and deformed images by using affine transformation and adding noise have significantly improved the DNN performance in various speech and visual information processing tasks [ 
Modular Neural Networks
In this section, we review main modular neural networks (MNN) and their learning algorithms with our own taxonomy. We first review background and motivation for MNN research and present our MNN taxonomy. Then we describe major MNN architectures and relevant learning algorithms. Finally, we examine relevant issues related to MNNs in a boarder context.
Background and Motivation
Soon after neural network (NN) research resurged in the middle of the 1980s, MNN studies emerged; they have become an important area in NC since then. There are a variety of motivations that inspire MNN researches, e.g., biological, psychological, computational, and implementation motivations [28.4, 5, 9]. Here, we only describe the background and motivation of MNN researches from learning and computational perspectives.
From the learning perspective, MNNs have several advantages over monolithic NNs. First of all, MNNs adopt an alternative methodology for learning, so that complex problem can be solved based an ensemble of simple NNs, which might avoid/alleviate the complex optimization problems encountered in monolithic NN learning without decreasing the learning capacity. Next, modularity enables MNNs to use a priori knowledge flexibly and facilitates knowledge integration and update in learning. To a great extent, MNNs are immune to temporal and spatial cross-talk, a problem faced by monolithic NNs during learning [28.9]. Finally, theoretical justification and abundant empirical evidence show that an MNN often yields a better generalization than its component networks [28.5, 59]. From the computational perspective, modularization in MNNs leads to more efficient and robust computation, given the fact that MNNs often do not suffer from a high coupling burden in a monolithic NN and hence tend to have a lower overall structural complexity in tackling the same problem [28.5]. This main computational merit makes MNNs scalable and extensible to large-scale MNN implementation.
There are two highly influential principles that are often used in artificial MNN development; i. e., divideand-conquer and diversity-promotion. The divide-andconquer principle refers to a generic methodology that tackles a complex and difficult problem by dividing it into several relatively simple and easy subproblems, whose solutions can be combined seamlessly to yield a final solution. On the other hand, theoretical justification [28.60, 61] and abundant empirical studies [28.62] suggest that apart from the condition that component networks need to reach some certain accuracy, the success of MNNs are largely attributed to diversity among them. Hence, the promotion of diversity in MNNs becomes critical in their design and development. To understand motivations and ideas underlying different MNNs, we believe that it is crucial to examine how two principles are applied in their development.
There are different taxonomies of MNNs [28.4, 5, 9]. In this chapter, we present an alternative taxonomy that highlights the interaction among component networks in an MNN during learning. As a result, there is a dichotomy between tightly and loosely coupled models in MNNs. In a tightly coupled MNN, all component networks are jointly trained in a dependent way by taking their interaction into account during a single learning stage, and hence all parameters of different networks (and combination mechanisms if there are any) need to be updated simultaneously by minimizing a cost function defined at the global level. In contrast, training of a loosely coupled MNN often undergoes multiple stages in a hierarchical or sequential way where learning undertaken in different stages may be either correlated or uncorrelated via different strategies. We believe that such a taxonomy facilitates not only un-
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derstanding different MNNs especially from a learning perspective but also relating MNNs to generic ensemble learning in a broader context.
Tightly Coupled Models
There are two typical tightly coupled MNNs: the mixture of experts (MoE) 
Mixture of Experts
The MoE [28.63, 64] refers to a class of MNNs that dynamically partition input space to facilitate learning in a complex and non-stationary environment. By applying the divide-and-conquer principle, a softcompetition idea was proposed to develop the MoE architecture. That is, at every input data point, multiple expert networks compete to take on a given supervised learning task. Instead of winner-take-all, all expert networks may work together but the winner expert plays a more important role than the losers.
The MoE architecture is composed of N expert networks and a gating network, as illustrated in Fig. 28 .7. The n-th expert network produces an output vector, o n .x/, for an input, x. The gating network receives the vector x as input and produces N scalar outputs that form a partition of the input space at each point x. For the input x, the gating network outputs N linear combination coefficients used to verdict the importance of all expert networks for a given supervised learning task. The final output of MoE is a convex weighted sum of all the output yielded by N expert networks. Although NNs of different types can be used as expert networks, a class of generalized linear NNs are often employed where such an NN is linear with a single output non- where W n is a parameter matrix, a collective notation for both connection weights and biases, and f . / is a nonlinear transfer function. The gating network is also a generalized linear model, and its n-th output g.x; v n / is the softmax function of v
where v n is the n-th column of the parameter matrix V in the gating network and is responsible for the linear combination coefficient regarding the expert network n. The overall output of the MoE is the weighted sum resulted from the soft-competition at the point
There is a natural probabilistic interpretation of the MoE [28.64]. For a training example .x; y/, the values of g.x; V/ D .g.x; v n // N nD1 are interpreted as the multinomial probabilities associated with the decision that terminates in a regressive process that maps x to y. Once a decision has been made that leads to a choice of regressive process n, the output y is chosen from a probability distribution P.yjx; W n /. Hence, the overall probability of generating y from x is the mixture of the probabilities of generating y from each component distribution and the mixing proportions are subject to a multinomial distribution
g.x; v n /P.yjx; W n / ; (28.12) where is a collective notation of all the parameters in the MoE, including both expert and gating network parameters. For different learning tasks, specific component distribution models are required. For example, the probabilistic component model should be a Gaussian distribution for a regression task, while a Bernoulli distribution and multinomial distributions are required for binary and multi-class classification tasks, respectively. In general, MoE is viewed as a conditional mixture model for supervised learning, a non-trivial extension of finite mixture model for unsupervised learning. 
with training examples, f.
Repeat the E-step and the M-step alternately until the EM algorithm converges.
To solve optimization problems in the M-step, the iteratively re-weighted least squares (IRLS) algorithm was proposed [28.64] . Although the IRLS algorithm has the strength to solve maximum likelihood problems arising from MoE learning, it might result in some instable performance due to its incorrect assumption on multi-class classification [28.66]. As learning in the gating network is a multi-class classification task in essence, the problem always exists if the IRLS algorithm is used in the EM algorithm. Fortunately, improved algorithms were proposed to remedy this problem in the EM learning [28.66]. In summary, numerous MoE variants and extensions have been developed in the past 20 years [28.59], and the MoE architecture turns out to be one of the most successful MNNs.
Negative Correlation Learning
The NCL [28.65] is a learning algorithm to establish an MNN consisting of diverse neural networks (NNs) by promoting the diversity among component networks during learning. The NCL development was clearly inspired by the bias-variance analysis of generalization errors [28.60, 61]. As a result, the NCL encourages cooperation among component networks via interaction during learning to manage the bias-variance trade-off.
In the NCL, an unsupervised penalty term is introduced to the MSE cost function for each component NN so that the error diversity among component networks is explicitly managed via training towards negative correlation. Suppose that an NN ensemble F.x; / is established by simply taking the average of N neural networks f .x; W n / .n D 1;
; N/, where W n denotes all the parameters in the n-th component network and D fW n g 
where F.
W n / and is a tradeoff hyper-parameter. In (28.13), the first term is the MSE cost for network n and the second term refers to the negative correlation cost. By taking all component networks into account, minimizing the second term leads to maximum negative correlation among them. Therefore, needs to be set properly to control the penalty strength [28.65] .
For the NCL, all N cost functions specified in (28.13) need to be optimized together for parameter estimation. Based on the stochastic descent method, the generic NCL algorithm is summarized as follows: 
Parameter update For component network n .n D 1; ; N/, update the parameters
Repeat the above three steps until a pre-specified termination condition is met.
While the NCL was originally proposed based on the MSE cost function, the NCL idea can be extended to other cost functions without difficulty. Hence, applying appropriate optimization techniques on alternative cost functions leads to NCL algorithms of different forms accordingly.
Loosely Coupled Models
In a loosely coupled model, component networks are trained independently or there is no direct interaction among them during learning. There are a variety of MNNs that can be classified as loosely coupled models. Below we review several typical loosely coupled MNNs.
Neural Network Ensemble
An neural network ensemble here refers to a committee machine where a number of NNs trained independently but their outputs are somehow combined to reach a consensus as a final solution. The development of NN ensembles is explicitly motivated by the diversitypromotion principle [28.67, 68].
Intuitively, errors made by component NNs can be corrected by taking their diversity or mutual complement into account. For example, three NNs, NN i .i D 1; 2; 3/, trained on the same data set have different yet imperfect performance on test data. Given three test points, x t ; .t D 1; 2; 3/, NN 1 yields the correct output for x 2 and x 3 but does not for x 1 , NN 2 yields the correct output for x 1 , and x 3 but does not for x 2 and NN 3 yields the correct output for x 1 and x 2 but does not for x 3 , respectively. In such circumstances, an error made by one NN can be corrected by other two NNs with a majority vote so that the ensemble can outperform any component NNs. Formally, there is a variety of theoretical justification [28.60, 61] for NN ensembles. For example, it has been proven for regression that the NN ensemble performance is never inferior to the average performance of all component NNs [28.60]. Furthermore, a theoretical bias-variance analysis [28.61] suggests that the promotion of diversity can improve the performance of NN ensembles provided that there is an adequate tradeoff between bias and variance. In general, there are two non-trivial issues in constructing NN ensembles; i. e., creating diverse component NNs and ensembling strategies.
Depending on the nature of a given problem [28.5, 62], there are several methodologies for creating diverse component NNs. First of all, a NN learning process itself can be exploited. For instance, learning in a monolithic NN often needs to solve a complex non-convex optimization problem [28.9]. Hence, a local-searchbased learning algorithm, e.g., BP [28.11], may end up with various solutions corresponding to local minima due to random initialization. In addition, model selection is required to find out an appropriate NN structure for a given problem. Fig. 28 .8, ensembling strategies are generally divided into two categories: learnable and nonlearnable. Learnable strategies use a parametric model to learn an optimal fusion rule, while non-learnable strategies fulfil the combination by directly using the statistics of all competent network outputs along with simple measures. As depicted in Fig. 28 improve the overall generalization. In this sense, such a combination mechanism is trained on a validation data set that is different from the training data set used in component NN learning. As is shown in Fig. 28 .8, combination mechanisms have been developed from different perspectives, i. e., input-dependent and inputindependent.
An input-dependent mechanism combines component NNs based on test data; i. e., given two inputs, (28.14)
As listed in Fig. 28 .8, soft-competition and associative switch are two commonly used input-dependent combination mechanisms. The soft-competition mechanism can be regarded as a special case of the MoE described earlier when all expert networks were trained on a data set independently in advance. In this case, the gating network plays the role of the combination mechanism Part D | 28.3
by deciding the importance of component NNs via softcompetition. Although various learning models may be used as such a gating network, a RBF-like (radial basis function) parametric model [28.73] trained on the EM algorithm has been widely used for this purpose. Unlike a soft-competition mechanism that produces the continuous-value weight vector c.x/ used in (28.14), the associative switch [28.74] adopts a winner-take-all strategy, i. e., P N nD1 c n .xj / D 1 and c n .xj / 2 f0; 1g. Thus, an associative switch yields a specific code for a given input so that the output of the best performed component NN can be selected as the final output of the NN ensemble according to (28.14). The associative switch learning is a multi-class classification problem, and an MLP is often used to carry it out [28.74] . Although an input-dependent ensembling strategy is applicable to most NN ensembles, it is difficult to apply it to multi-view NN ensembles, since different representations need to be considered simultaneously in training a combination mechanism. Fortunately, such issues have been explored in a wider context on how to use different representations simultaneously for ML [28.70, 75-79] so that both soft-competition and associative switch mechanisms can be extended to multi-view NN ensembles.
In contrast, an input-independent mechanism combines component NNs based on the dependence of their outputs without considering input data directly. Given two inputs x 1 and x 2 , and x 1 ¤ x 2 , the same c. / may be applied to outputs of component NNs, where c. / D .c n . // N nD1 is an input-independent combination mechanism used to combine an ensemble of N component NNs. Several input-independent mechanisms have been developed [28.62], which often fall into one of three categories, i. e., Bayesian fusion, evidence reasoning, and a linear combination scheme, as shown in Fig. 28 .8. Bayesian fusion [28.80] refers to a class of combination schemes that use the information collected from errors made by component NNs on a validation set in order to find out the optimal output of the maximum a posteriori probability, C D arg max 1ÄlÄL P.C l jo 1 .x/;
; o N .x/; /, via Bayesian reasoning, where C l is the label for the l-th class in a classification task of L classes, and here encodes the information gathered, e.g., a confusion matrix achieved during learning [28.80] . Similarly, evidence reasoning mechanisms make use of alternative reasoning theories [28.80], e.g., the Dempster-Shafer theory, to yield the best output for NN ensembles via an evidence reasoning process that works on all outputs of component NNs in an ensemble. Finally, linear combination schemes of different forms are also popular as input-independent combination mechanisms [28.62]. For instance, the work presented in [28.68] exemplifies how to achieve optimal linear combination weights in a linear combination scheme.
Constructive Modularization Learning
Efforts have also been made towards constructive modularization learning for a given supervised learning task. In such work, the divide-and-conquer principle is explicitly applied in order to develop a constructive learning strategy for modularization. The basic idea behind such methods is to divide a difficult and complex problem into a number of subproblems that are easily solvable by NNs of proper capacities, matching the requirements of the subproblems, and then the solutions to subproblems are combined seamlessly to form a solution to the original problem. On the other hand, constructive modularization learning may alleviate the model selection problem encountered by a monolithic NN. As NNs of simple and even different architectures may be used to solve subproblems, empirical studies suggest that an MNN generated via constructive modularization learning is often insensitive to component NN architectures and hence is less likely to suffer from overall overfitting or underfitting [28.81]. Below we describe two constructive modularization learning strategies [28.81-83] for exemplification.
The partitioning-based strategy [28.81, 82] performs the constructive modularization learning by applying the divide-and-conquer principle explicitly. For a given supervised learning task, the strategy consists of two learning stages: dividing and conquering. In the dividing stage, it first recursively partitions the input space into overlapping subspaces, which facilitates dealing with various uncertainties, by taking into supervision information into account until the nature of each subproblem defined in generated subspaces A self-generated tree-structured MNN matches the capacity of one pre-selected NN. In the conquering stage, an NN works on a given input subspace to complete the corresponding learning subtask. As a result, a tree-structured MNN is self-generated, where a learnable partitioning mechanism P, is situated at intermediate levels and NNs works at leaves of the tree, as illustrated in Fig. 28.9 . To enable the partition-based constructive modularization learning, two generic algorithms have been proposed, i. e., growing and credit-assignment algorithms [28.81, 82] as summarized below.
Algorithm 28.7 Growing algorithm Given a training set D, set X D. Randomly initialize parameters in all component NNs in a given repository and pre-set hyper-parameters in a learnable partitioning mechanism and compatibility criteria, respectively:
Compatibility test For a training (sub)set X, apply the compatibility criteria to X to examine whether the learning task defined on X matches the capacity of a component NN in the repository. Partitioning space If none in the repository can solve the problem defined on X, then train the partitioning mechanism on the current X to partition it into two overlapped X l and X r . Set X X l , then go to the compatibility test step. Set X X r , then go to the compatibility test step. Otherwise, go to the subroblem solving step. Subproblem solving Train this NN on X with an appropriate learning algorithm. The trained NN resides at the current leaf node.
The growing algorithm expands a tree-structured MNNs until learning problems defined on all partitioned subspaces are solvable with NNs in the repository.
For a given test data point, output of such a treestructured MNN may depend on several component NNs at the leaves of the tree since the input space is partitioned into overlapping subspaces. A creditassignment algorithm [28.81, 82] has been developed to weight the importance of component NNs contributed to the overall output, which is summarized as follows:
Algorithm 28.8 Credit-assignment algorithm P.x/ is a trained partitioning mechanisms that resides at a nonterminal node and partitions the current input (sub)space into two subspaces with an overlapping defined by Ä P.x/ Ä . > 0/. C L . /, and C R . / are two credit assignment functions for two subspaces, respectively. For a test data point Q x:
Initialization Set˛.Q x/ 1 and Pointer Root. Credit assignment As a recursive credit propagation process to assign credits to all the component NNs at leaf nodes that Q x can reach, CROE˛.Q x/; Pointer consists of three steps: -If Pointer points to a leaf node, then output
.Q x/ and stop.
Thus, the output of a self-generated MNN is
where N denotes all the component NNs that Q x can reach, and˛n.Q x/ and o n .Q x/ are the credit assigned and the output of the n-th component NN in N for Q x, respectively.
To implement such a strategy, hyper-planes placed with heuristics [28.81] or linear classifiers trained with the Fisher discriminative analysis [28.82] were first used as the partition mechanism and NNs such as MLP or RBF can be employed to solve subproblems. Accordingly, two piece-wise linear credit assignment functions [28.81, 82] were designed for the hyperplane partitioning mechanism, so that C L .x/ C C R .x/ D 1. Heuristic compatibility criteria were developed by considering learning errors and efficiency [28.81, 82]. By using the same constructive learning algorithms described above, an alternative implementation was also proposed by using the self-organization map as a partitioning mechanism and SVMs were used for subproblem solving [28.84] . Empirical studies suggest that the partitioning-based strategy leads to favorable results in various supervised learning tasks despite different implementations [28.81, 82, 84] .
By applying the divide-and-conquer principle, task decomposition [28.83 ] is yet another constructive modularization learning strategy for classification. Unlike the partitioning-based strategy, the task decomposition strategy converts a multi-class classification task into Part D | 28.3 a number of binary classification subtasks in a bruteforce way and each binary classification subtask is expected to be fulfilled by a simple NN. If a subtask is too difficult to carry out by a given NN, the subtask is allowed to be further decomposed into simpler binary classification subtasks. For a multi-class classification task of M categories, the task decomposition strategy first exhaustively decomposes it into 1 2 M.M 1/ different primary binary subtasks where each subtask merely concerns classification between two different classes without taking remaining M 2 classes into account, which differs from the commonly used one-against-rest decomposition method. In general, the original multiclass classification task may be decomposed into more binary subtasks if some primary subtasks are too difficult. Once the decomposition is completed, all the subtasks are undertaken by pre-selected simple NNs, e.g., MLP of one hidden layer, in parallel. 
Relevant Issues
In general, studies of MNNs closely relate to several areas in different disciplines, e.g., ML and statistics. We here examine several important issues related to MNNs in a wider context.
As described above, a tightly coupled MNN leads to an optimal solution to a given supervised learning problem. The MoE is rooted in the finite mixture model (FMM) studied in probability and statistics and becomes a non-trivial extension to conditional models where each expert is a parametric conditional probabilistic model and the mixture coefficients also depend on input [28.64]. While the MoE has been well studied for 20 years [28.59] in different disciplines, there still exist some open problems in general, e.g., model selection, global optimal solution, and convergence of its learning algorithms for arbitrary component models. Different from the FMM, the product of experts (PoE) [28.42] was also proposed to combine a number of experts (parametric probabilistic models) by taking their product and normalizing the result into account. The PoE has been argued to have some advantages over the MoE [28.42] but has so far merely been developed in the context of unsupervised learning. As a result, extending the PoE to conditional models for supervised learning would be a non-trivial topic in tightly coupled MNN studies. While constructive modularization learning provides an alternative way of model selection, it is generally a less developed area in MNNs, and existing methods are subject to limitation due to a lack of theoretical justification and underpinning techniques. For example, a critical issue in the partitioning-based strategy [28.81, 82] is how to measure the nature of a subproblem to decide if any further partitioning is required and the appropriateness of a pre-selected NN to a subproblem in terms of its capacity. In previous studies [28.81, 82], a number of heuristic and simple criteria were proposed based on learning errors and efficiency. Although such heuristic criteria work practically, there is no theoretical justification. As a result, more sophisticated compatibility criteria need to be developed for such a constructive learning strategy based on the latest ML development, e.g., manifold and adaptive kernel learning. Fortunately, the partitioning-based strategy has inspired the latest developments in ML [28.89]. In general, constructive modularization learning is still a non-trivial topic in MNN research.
Finally, it is worth stating that our MNN review here only focuses on supervised learning due to the limited space. Most MNNs described above may be extended to other learning paradigms, e.g., semi-supervised and unsupervised learning. More details on such topics are available in the literature, e.g., [28.90, 91].
Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have reviewed two important areas, DNNs and MNNs, in NC. While we have presented several sophisticated techniques that are ready for applications, we have discussed several challenging problems in both deep and modular neural network research as well. Apart from other non-trivial issues discussed in the chapter, it is worth emphasizing that it is still an open problem to develop large-scale DNNs and MNNs and integrate them for modeling highly intelligent behaviors, although some progress has been made recently [28.58] . In a wider context, DNNs and MNNs are closely related to two active areas, deep learning and ensemble learning, in ML. We anticipate that motivation and methodologies from different perspectives will mutually benefit each other and lead to effective solutions to common challenging problems in the NC and ML communities.
